Alumnae/i Authors Celebration!

Saturday, August 7, 2:00 p.m.

Park Atrium

Hear some of Bryn Mawr's alumnae/i authors give a brief overview of their books and discuss the impact that Bryn Mawr has had on their lives and careers. A book signing will follow the presentations.

Featuring Susan Flinn '86 as the Master of Ceremonies and the following alumnae/i:

- Anne Freeman '56
- Nancy Masland '56
- Ann O'Keefe '56
- Betty Ferber '61
- Nahma Sandrow '61
- Ames Sheldon '70
- Mindy Fullilove '71
- Ann Shalleck '71
- Cynthia Blair '75
- Bonnie Kistler '75
- Catherine Fredman '80
- Mary Maxwell '81
- Asja Young '81
- Amy Friedman '86
- Anne Mamary '86
- Erika Sutherland '86
- Judith Tabron '90
- Kavita Das '96
- Dawn Dow '96
- Lynn Litterine '96
- Rebecca Thompson '01